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LATENT ANXIETY 
The physical congestion and the consumer 
culture in Hong Kong have pushed the 
pressure of the people to a very high level. 
People are working non-stop. Other than that, 
they are after entertainment that is fast and in 
trend. The spiritual side of the people has lost 
into nowhere. The fulfillment has relied on the 
instant shift of work and entertainment. People 
are lost in such situation. 丁hey do not exactly 
know what they are after. They do not even 
have time nor space to think. There is a latent 
anxiety within this city. 
People are living and wandering 
without aims. Anxiety is everywhere. 
As of the lines of a local literature, 
Lost City by Wong Pik Wan, she 
juxtaposed the life in Hong Kong with 
the music of Bach. "Listen. This is 
the music of Bach, again and again, 
resound in pain, however, it is the only 
way to be. Have you ever been to the 
new cathedral in Amsterdam? I have 
listened to the organ of Bach there. In 
Europe, things are slow and peaceful. 
Returning to Hong Kong,丨 discovered 
that the apartment building I built 3 
years ago has already been pulled 
down. Do you like Bach?" "Because 
we thought that we have built Towers 
of Babel towards heaven by our 
intelligence. Yet, it is only Destroy in 
the end." 
Mongkok is one of the area that 
best illustrates such an anxiety and 
congestion. The compressed multi-
layers of the society, the disorientation 
and the survival mechanism are the 
three very characters that make up 
Mongkok. The addictive process of 
building up Mongkok is in one way 
making it economically more valuable 
and competitive. In the other way, 
what adds to Mongkok is only Destroy 
in spiritual sense. 
Lebbeus Woods worked with the 
situation at wars and natural disasters. 
These are areas that are with heavy 
destroys. His works are about 
recognizing the existing and giving 
room of growth and embrace of the 
ruins.丨门 the situation of Mongkok, I 
would say it is almost the other way 
round. It is with heavy addictive forces 
that bring destroy. Yet, it also needs 
sense of respect of what is there. 
What architecture could do should 
never be removal of the existing. The 
contradiction and complexity is the 
most valuable of Mongkok. 
The calmness and darkness of Tadao 
Ando's architecture lead people 
returning to a realm of spiritual. The 
use of walls is suggesting thresholds. 
Once you reach upon, you are at 
another world. The water temple is 
situated under the pond. When one 
descends through the stairs, the world 
is shut outside. The row house is built 
between those vernacular houses. 
The courtyard contained within is a 
connection to the nature while the 
existing vernaculars are put aside. 
The thesis is about architecture 
that contains the quality of bringing 
people back to the spiritual realm as 
of the architecture of Tadao Ando; at 
the same time, recognizing existing 
Mongkok as of Lebbeus Woods 
recognizing the edges condition. 
DORMANT SILENCE 
The architecture proposed is not a form 
and function relation as of the discourse of 
architecture. It is not the case as you could 
find Buddha if you are here following different 
steps. The architecture itself only provides 
a direction of searching Buddha or ultimate 
calmness. 
The proposal suggests voids that are situated 
in the most ancient buildings within Mongkok 
that enable dialogue with the architecture 
that bears the most memory of the place. The 
voids are connected with ramps that are built 
at the back alleys of the buildings. They serve 
as transition between the material world and 
the spiritual world. People wander through 
these ramps and could find places of solitude. 
There are three kinds of voids. One of them 
is for those Buddhists. The voids are with 
chambers for meditation. They could also 
share opinions with each other at places of 
congregation outside the chambers. The 
second kinds of voids are for the outsider. 
There are five chambers which excite the very 
basic of the five senses of human beings. 
They are pointers towards Buddha as of 
Buddha, it suggests the discard of the five 
senses. The third kinds of voids are physical 
voids that enable people just to be there. 
Architecture here is not about functions. 
It is about a direction towards Buddha or 
ultimate calmness. It adapts the illogic of 
Zen sect of Buddhism. It is hidden within the 
existing structures of Mongkok. The space 
and darkness bring a dormant silence which 
might help to soothe the latent anxiety of this 
city. 
ZEN BUDDHISM 
What is the Buddha? To the Zen sect, 
Buddha is not able to get through logical study 
or mysterious meditation. Only a direction of 
how to get it could actually be presented to the 
followers. These directions are only directions. 
So far as they are given as answers they are 
pointers by which we may know where to look 
for the presence of the Buddha; but we must 
remember that the finger pointing at the moon 
remains a finger and under no circumstances 
can it be changed into the moon itself. Danger 
always lurks where the intellect sly creeps in 
and takes the index for the moon itself. 
No Nihilism The Bodhi (True Wisdom) 
is not like the tree; The mirror bright is 
nowhere shining; As there is nothing from 
the first, Where does the dust itself collect? 
Sunyata (emptiness) is always mentioned in 
Zen. Yet, to achieve Zen, one not only has 
to get to a state of Sunyata, but also has to 
transcend that. That is a higher Affirmation. 
Satori The object of Zen discipline 
consists in acquiring a new viewpoint for 
looking into the essence of things. Especially 
one'has to go beyond the logical thinking 
according to the rules of dualism. "Have you 
had your breakfast, or not?" "Yes, master, I 
have." "Go and get your bowls washed." This 
suggestion at once opened the monk's mind to 
the truth of Zen. 
Illogical Zen A monk asked Joshu, 
"What would you say when I come to you 
with nothing?" Joshu said, "Fling it down to 
the ground." Protested the monk, "I sad that I 
had nothing; what shall 丨 let go?" "If so, carry 
it away," was the retort of Joshu. That monk 
brought "nothing" to Joshu and Joshu asked 
the monk to carry "nothing" away. It illustrates 
that Zen is illogical and requires Satori 
together that Zen is not only Sunyata. 
MONGKOK 
Disorientated In the 2 parallel 
streets, they both give you 1 direction. But the 
direction itself is meaningless because once 
you are inside, you are disorientated. Similar 
scenes are everywhere. There is no start and 
门0 ending. You are here at the same time you 
are there. Time is being blurred. 
Compressed Layers In Mongkok, 
there are different layers: layers of almost 
everything including fashion, literature, 
politics, commercial, movies, cultures, food, 
too many to mention... It's r^ eally complex, 
but yet, they are compressed to be within the 
grid, the messy boxes. People dwell into such 
a disorientated space to drift through such 
massive and compressed layers. 
Survival Mechanism Anything 
that works within such exchangeable and 
compressed layers should survive. Things 
that are outdated or no longer attractive would 
start to die. They might mutate and form 
another kind of new and attractive things. 
However, once it loses its energy of renewal 
or attractiveness, it dies. Another thing would 
take its place and repeat another cycle. It is 
just like metempsychosis. 
Hidden Static The back streets 
of the messy blocks are where the static lies. 
People seldom neither use them nor notice 
their presence. There is a strong sense, of 
contrast between the static back streets 
contained within the blocks and the busy world 
of the streets. 
CONCEPT 
Triloka (3 Realms) In Buddhism, world 
is made of 3 realms. The Buddhist three are 
欲，色，and 無色界，i.e. world of sensuous 
desire, form, and formless world of pure spirit. 
欲界 Kamadhatu is the realm of sensuous 
desire, of f i and 食 sex and food; it includes 
the six heavens of desire, the human world, 
and the hells.色界 Rupadhatu is the realm 
of form, meaning that which is substantial 
and resistant: it is above the lust-world and 
contains (so to speak) bodies, palaces, things, 
all mystic and wonderful - a semi-material 
conception like that in Reve la t i on .無界 
Arupadhatu, or arupyadhatu, is the formless 
realm of pure spirit, where there are no bodies, 
places, things, at any rate none to which 
human terms would apply, but where the mind 
dwells in mystic contemplation; its extent is 
indefinable. 
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Mongkok In the streets of Mongkok, one is 
mostly in realm of the sensuous desire. When 
one is within back streets looking back into the 
busy world of the streets, one starts to realize 
The presence within this contrast of oneself. 
One starts to realize the form of oneself within 
another form of the busy streets. This might be 
possible to be a transition elevated to the more 
abstract Arupadhatu. 
Zen Complex within Mongkok One could 
get Zen anywhere as long as he achieve 
Satori. In ancient practice, monks are usually 
iving somewhere out of this material world. 
The idea is for them to be more easily got 
to a point of Sunyata. Though, a Zen temple 
together with Mongkok would create a strong 
contrast. One is so down to earth in the realm 
of sensuous desire while the other one is high 
up to the Arupadhatu. Their existence together 
would mutually inform each other. 
DESIGN APPROACH 
Architecture as a direction giver to Buddha 
As of the situation of mongkok, 
its massiveness is not healable simply by 
giving so called urban voids to the place. 
Imagine a giant cube 100mx100mx100m 
compactly packed with rocks and sands 
that they are almost compressed, voiding a 
1mx1mx1m cube out of it, the giant cube is 
still the same. The rocks and sands nearby 
would simply invade the void and destroy it. 
The heaviness and massiveness of the human 
hearts within mongkok is in the same case. 
Providing urban voids, people would quickly 
congest into those spaces. The voids are 
then destroyed simply because of its weak 
capability to hold such a huge mass. Only 
voids that is not just physical but with abstract 
lines could soothe the situation. Absolute 
Voids. The abstract lines are the presence of 
Buddha. Yet, architecture cannot lead you to 
Buddha, nothing actually can. Architecture 
could only give a direction towards Buddha. 
Circle The fragments of spaces are 
from a circle. This particular geometry is 
heavily mentioned in Buddhism. It bears 
meanings of different aspects of Buddha. 
Back alleys as Transition The back 
alleys are always abandoned as useless 
space. They are filled with dirt and rubbish. 
Windows facing the back alleys are shut. 
If there would be architecture as a pointer 
towards Buddha, the back alleys could be the 
transition between the massive material world 
and the abstract religious milieu. Ramps are 
introduced here towards the voids. People 
could wander through the ramps to search for 
the voids. The searching is NOT the final aim 
while the wandering is. 
Absolute Voids The voids are present 
at the eldest buildings within the site. Few 
stories of the existing buildings are voided. 
They provide opportunities to re-appreciate the 
history and memory of the existing buildings. 
Underground Chambers These 
chambers include meditation space, 
auditorium, memorial and library. As 
mentioned, these are direction giver towards 
Buddha. You might get satori at any point while 
you are meditating, listening to Buddhism 
talks, memorizing big events in the past or 
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Lost City by Wong Pik Wan 
This is a local literature that best describes 
the situation of Hong Kong. People are 
living and wandering without aims. Anxiety is 
everywhere. The story is about an architect 
that gave up his career and migrated abroad 
out of the anxiety latent in Hong Kong. And 
then he could not adapt to the slow pace of 
the new environment. He and his family finally 
moved back to Hong Kong to find new life. 
However, he could not actually get anything 
out of this city. He loved his wife and his 
children. The only way to let go was to end 
their lives. This is the only "right" thing that he 




























"Listen. This is the music of Bach, again and 
again, resound in pain, however, it is the only 
way to be. Have you ever been to the new 
cathedral in Amsterdam? I have listened to 
the organ of Bach there. In Europe, things are 
slow and peaceful. Returning to Hong Kong, I 
discovered that the apartment building I built 3 
years ago has already been pulled down. Do 








I am in silence. Darkness is everywhere. 
因為我們以為憑智麓建造了巴比堪，通往天 
堂。然最終退是毀滅<> 
Because we thought that we have built Towers 
of Babel towards heaven by our intelligence. 













And 丨 hope that the skyscrapers in Hong Kong 
are like the human civilization that is as high 
as the sky. I thought that my architecture is like 









And I am listening to Bach to understand it 
一 no matter how abstract things are; they 
have their inner logic. There is nothing without 
reasons. 
1^ -1'1；沈默著<> 點略無處不在，遠處公寓房子 
local literature describing the city 8 
曰期 建策面稻(択） 新租金(萬） 租金(元/択） .新租客 升幅(％)‘ 
9/1 1A-1K號 990 約48 485 錯射彭音 1 • 
31/3 4號 1,500 66.8 445 國美爾藉 39.17 
24/2 67號 900 26 289 雞仔嚷 57.58 1 
3/3 65號 900 27 300 中原堪器 92.86 ； 
29/4 32® 500 28 560 tm 16.67 
1/4 1A-1K 號 300 14.8 493 米籣站 57.78 
I 5月 14-24 號 741 原月租26.5萬 新月租28萬* 眼旗88 6 
5月 134® 890 原月租14萬 新月租17萬* 仙跡岩 21.43 
1 5月 52-54IR 2,400 取月租65萬 新月租80苠* 麵 驗 23.08 
1 5月 2J-2Q 號 800 原月租18萬 新月租約2&萬* A-LOOK 55.56 
1 •供租租金 过料來源： ：笑联工罔誦 
The rents of mongkok have become 
extraordinarily high. A1500 sq. ft. space rents 
HK$ 668,000 a month. A 990 sq. ft. space rents 
HK$ 480,000. 
DPWs extracts ahni it monnknk 9 
首頁 港閲 雌 國際 
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Bg新面捜寻 指 定 日 期 ( I B D 条 
最新財經檷題 財經 > 經濟诵 > 思捷項球（0 330〕著好零售前景，毎月百"• f^j 
Xelus拓展業界薛佳的全球容 
声支持服務 
探用 AntaresPhaima 的 












思捷環球< 0 3 3 0 )看好零售前景，每月百萬元續租旺角舗 
7月21日星期三013:41更新 
在自由行及本港整體零售消费意欺明顯改善下，大型零售集•正積極以高租 
t租攄點。在旺角區進駐多年的E s p r i t 思 捷 環 球 ( 0 3 3 0 )，在 
i未來零售業前景下，藏近剛以月租1 0 0蒋元續租位於彌敦道惠豐中心 
m3萬平方吸舗址0 
；内人士透露，坐落在旺角卿敦道6 6 4號惠豐中心，部分地下、1至3 
[ E s p r i t租用舖址，至以月租1 0 0萬元績租3年。該處地舗面向The company Esprit has continued to rent the 
5捃敦道，面積綺2 0 0 0平方択；1至3樓各層面稹9 3 9 6平方択，涉及mongkok shop. The floor area is around 30,000 
樓面共約3.02萬平方択，平均每平方吸租金達3 3元。《番港經濟日 sq. ft. The rent has rised up to HK$ 1,000,000. 
報》 


























































A 42 years old man has been throwing bricks 
餅亦在疑匪留時裝店內取走-批膝袋，及纖檢去- _作對 f r 。 m — t o p s down to the streets in mongkok. 
new55 extracts about monqkok 11 
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Confronting the Edge 
edges 
,.• i 
Lebbeus Woods has been working on the edges 
that are perceived distant from this consumer 
culture dominant society. Most of the people 
consider that wars and disasters are somehow 
distant and do not affect them much. Not until 
the terrorists' and extremists' attacks posed a 
horror upon anywhere and anyone, people start 
to realize the "world" they are living in or they 
believe they are in are not exactly that safe and 
secure as they once thought. 
Wars, disasters and extremists' attacks are crisis 
to our complex, fluid and multi-layered society. 
The society consisting of different layers and 
urban context is threatened to be destroyed 
under these crises. Urban context and buildings 
receive the premiere impact as of the physical 
destruction. Undoubtedly, the layers of culture, 
economics, politics etc would be affected or 
even destroyed under such crises. As of the 
crises being so extensive, architecture should 
not be ignorant to that. 
Lebbeus Woods has questioned what position 
architecture should take upon those issues. 
As in his publication, Radical [Reconstruction， 
he discussed and illustrated few projects 
confronting such critical edge condition 一 edge 
of our civilized society. He suggested what 
architecture could be in cities heavily ruined by 
war as in Sarajevo, revolution as in Havana and 
by earthquake as in San Francisco. 
His ideas illustrated by color pencil drawings 
and models with rough papers and metals are 
much conceived as unconstructable at the time 
of the publication, (not so true now as of many 
deconstructivists' buildings being realized) Or 
as of his own words, such radical buildings are 
too expensive and extravagant to be built in 
contrary to the fast and easy and economical 
contemporary way of constructing buildings. 
Yet, what he would like to investigate is not 
whether the buildings could be realized, the 
reflection or impact that the radical architecture 
in those edge conditions imposes is the oeuvre 
of his work. 
ugly scabs and diastrophism 
comprehended 
Almost intuitively, replacement of the lost in the 
destruction caused by wars or natural disasters 
such as earthquakes seems to be the instant 
needs. It urges the restoration of the previous 
social order that believes to be glorious 
(comparing to the condition of destruction). 
The fabric of the old cities might be taken as 
ruined rubbish and erasure of the existing with 
total new planning had been one of the choices. 
However, such act taking the ruined cities as 
tabula rasa has been heavily criticized as an 
erasure of the valuable past. 
Another commonly practiced way of 
reconstruction would be me门ding the ruined 
government buildings, public squares and 
monuments into their original look. These 
architecture are associated with the public 
memory before the crisis. Other buildings and 
streetscapes with ruined buildings would have 
to be removed and rebuilt. The new and old 
come together and people hope that the city 
could reborn to its glory. This not only fulfils the 
people's will to restore whatever that has been 
lost, but also, at the same time to erase the 
memories of tragedy and loss. 
Lebbeus Woods does take another point of view 
upon that. In his words, wherever buildings are 
broken by the explosion of bombs or artillery 
shells, by lack of maintenance or repair, by 
fire or structural collapse, their form must be 
respected in its integrity, embodying a history 
that must not be denied. He believes that the 
ruined buildings in their damage state suggest 
new forms of thought and comprehension, and 
new conception of space. This is not to celebrate 
destruction. Building upon the shattered form of 
the old order a new category of order inherent 
only in present conditions, within which 
existence feels its strengths, acknowledges its 
vulnerabilities and failures, and faces up to the 
need to invent itself as though for the first time, 
thus seizing the means to continuously refresh 
and revitalize itself. 
In the project of Sarajevo, he introduces the 
metaphor of healing of ruined human tissues. 
Ruined buildings are taken through process of 
"injection", "scab", "scar" and "new tissues". 
Injection is complete in itself. It is structure that 
does not invite occupation.. It is space within 
space but does not suggestion the amending of 
the new and old. He believes the gap can only 
be filled in with time. And the voids could only 
be re-occupied by people's inventiveness. 
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Scab is the first layer of reconstruction, shielding 
the exposed interior or void, protecting the 
ruined buildings during its transformation. 
It is nothing pretty, judging by conventional 
aesthetic standards, but they are beautiful in 
the existential sense. Then it comes the scar 
that is the fuses of the new and old. 
People inventing new spaces upon the 
existing is an acceptance and revitalization of 
the condition. In his own words, Healing is not 
an illusory, cosmetic process, but something 
that - by articulating differences - both deeply 
divides and joins together. 
Tadao Ando 
by Kazuyuki Negishi 
The core of Ando's architecture can be 
described as an architecture of walls. This 
does not mean a composition of walls, rather 
it means a strong will to regard a wall itself 
as architecture. Ando does not arrange walls 
to support other structures; he does not 
focus on the structural property of walls. "In 
Ando's architecture, walls assert themselves 
by themselves," wrote Masao Furuyama in A 
Study in Walls. 
Ando's architecture can be described, 
therefore, as an architecture that exists 
without structural proof. Visually, the way walls 
support roofs in not obvious to the viewer; 
roofs just happen to be where they are. One 
has to avoid the concept of constructional 
thinking to understand the aesthetics of Ando's 
architecture. 
Ando's architecture does not express 
traditional architectural dynamics. To him, 
walls are not visual expressions of gravitation; 
rather, walls assert themselves by themselves. 
They are not arranged by Ando for anything 
else but being themselves. 
Ando's architecture would represent nothing if 
one follows the metaphysical way of thinking 
which divides things in this side and that side, 
or into a subject which describes and the 
object which is described. Ando's architecture 
is only on this side 
Ando's architecture is a movement to turn 
everything into absence. The accepted 
meanings found in the architectural dynamics 
of light, walls and space disappear in his kind 
of architectural movement. It is a movement 
to turn every transcendental existence or ideal 
existence into no-sense. In this movement, 
Ando's architecture is an eraser that rubs off 
the metaphysical traces of the world. 
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CIRCLE is the geometry. 
It is of Buddha. The ramps 
of voids, the meditation 
space, the auditorium, 
the memorial space & the 
library are the fragments 
of a WHOLE. Dispersed 
the spaces are, only the 
ARCs are recognised. 
The MEANING of this 
fragmentation is in its 
MEANINGLESSNESS. 
diagram of spaces as fragments of a whole 39 
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development of lights in relation to space 40 
development of the mesh 
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The structure of the mesh responses the vehicle 
movement perpendicularly across the Sai Yeung 
Choi Street. 
development of the mesh 
structure modification 42 
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development of the mesh 
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underground 1 floor plan 1:1000 49 
underground 1 floor plan 1:1000 50 
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section 1:1000 52 
isometric of the whole composition 53 
meditation space section 1:200 54 
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auditorium space section 1:200 55 
memorial space section 1:200 
library space section 1:200 57 
meditation and auditorium space section 1:200 58 






space of darkness under tung choi st. 1:200 60 
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space of darkness under tung choi st. 1:200 61 
一 
space of darkness under tung choi st. 1:200 62 
\l 
The light vaults are designed to suite difference 
functions of the space. 
meditation space 
lines of light 1:200 63 
The med itation chambers 
are suspended from high 
above. One has to climb 
up the stairs in order to 
get into the "room". It 
blurs the definition of 
room". It has NO door 
Once you get in, you are 
totally alorte. However, 
ironically you are still 
in a place with others. 
People meditate alone. 
Yet, people meditate 
together. 




lines of light 1:200 65 
The projections of the auditorium are situated 
inside the light vault. The form of the auditorium 
suggests that the audience should concentrate 
to the WORDS the speaker say other than 
paying attention to the SPEAKER himself/ 
herself. While there is projecting presentation, 
the audience could concentrate in the images or 
videos.That is why the centers (the concentration 
point) of the curves are outside the space. 
linr^p nf linht 1-900 66 
memorial space 
linf^s of linht 1 •？00 67 
The projection of the memorial is on the floor. 
People could gather around to see the stuff of 
the particular memorial events. For example, the 
SARS event could be one of the events. 
liDRs of liaht 1:200 68 
library space 
linos of liqht 1:200 69 
The bookshelves are situated inside the light 
vaults. They are positioned to let other books fall 
into place when books are taken out. The light 
vaults response to the reading of books when 
people are on the ramps. 
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The model is disassemble showing underground 
access. Only the oldest buildings in different 
blocks are constructed in order to show the 
importance of their existance in the district and 














The fi l-ups are with clear glass, translucent 
glass and steel mesh. They response to the 
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The ramps which is situated in the backalley of 
the existing buildings are connecting to voids 
that are excavated from three existing buildings. 
Wandering through to these voids, one could 
experience the space there. REACHING the voids 
is not the purpose nor the destination, the purpose 
and destination is the WANDERING itself. 
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_ 、 ， memorial space 88 
ilibrarv space 89 
In the ronchamp, light is 
captured and celebrated 
hrough holes of stained 
jglass. Here, light only 
penetrates through a slit 
upon. The presence of 
light is to celebrate the 
holes ofDARKNESS that 
penetrate into the earth. 
Could we appreciate 
he beauty of light, we 
Ishould also appreciate 
he beauty of darkness, 
hey are the two ends of 
he equilibrium. Yet, they 
are ONE. 
[space of darkness underneath 
tunq Choi street (woman street) 90 
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